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Cypress Adventure
C y p r e s s  A d v e n t u r e i s  a n

interactive experience set in a

cypress swamp. Participants

interact with the background

and navigate through the

experience singly or in pairs.

The experience is based on

optical, non-contact, real-time

tracking of markers placed on

the participants’ hands. It con-

sists of two components: the

Chase sequence, for one or two

participants, and the Design

sequence, for one participant

at a time.

In the Chase sequence, partici-

pants navigate through the

swamp at accelerating speeds,

searching for increasingly elu-

sive clues in an attempt to get

“home free” before time runs

out. They wear black gloves, to

which have been affixed four

IR-reflective markers. The left

glove acts as a throttle, while

the right glove serves as a rud-

der. After the system is initial-

ized (which takes 5-10 sec-

onds),  a static background

appears. Then participants use

their hands to operate the con-

trols of a virtual fanboat as they

navigate through the swamp. 

Visual cues indicate which

pathways are appropriate

or inappropriate. Selection

of inappropriate pathways

reduces a participant’s score,

while selection of appropriate

pathways increases it .  The

background is,  of course,

updated as participants navi-

gate. The experience is strictly

time-limited because the

implicit pace of the adventure

(passage of time) gradually

accelerates, so that within a

fixed interval, one or both par-

ticipants either attain the goal

(home free) or become entan-

gled in the virtual background.

Participants’ actions are dis-

played in real time on a projec-

tion screen driven by an SGI.

In the Design sequence, partici-

pants use a three-dimensional
palette to enhance and manip-

ulate an initially fixed set of

backgrounds representing the

bayou atmosphere. They select

a tool from the palette by

pointing with their left hand,

then use their right hand to

select a color or object to

which the tool will be applied.

Customized, more exciting

backgrounds with vivid colors

or novel orientations (such as

horizontal buildings) can be

created and then integrated as

backgrounds into a subse-

quent Chase sequence.
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